Water temperature regime of selected lakes on James Ross Island during 2015 austral summer
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Abstract
Five lakes on the northernmost tip of James Ross Island (JRI), Ulu Peninsula, were selected to study their water temperature regime and relationship to atmospheric factors. Different genetic types of lakes were selected to cover not only influence of atmospheric parameters but also the morphology of lakes. Water temperature of all lakes showed strong similarities in the reaction to atmospheric factors no matter its genetic type or morphological properties, which were only second order factors shaping the general trends into more individual temporal patterns. All lakes are characterised by strong diurnal regime with maximum temperatures in late afternoon and minimum early morning. Most stable conditions were found in Monolith Lake and Triangular Lake, the first one with the biggest volume and regular inflow and outflow of water, the second one with semi-permanent ice cover protecting the water column from larger fluctuations caused by atmospheric factors. The most unstable environment was found in Shallow Lake, small shallow temporary lake with variable water level. Spatio-temporal issues of temperature relationships between water body and the terrestrial environment were shown with IR camera timelapse shooting on the example of Shallow Lake.
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Introduction
Lake ecosystems represent most significant hotspots of life in the Antarctic terrestrial environment (Vincent et Laybourn-Parry 2008). They provide liquid water as a necessary condition for life in the often arid, almost desert, environment. Therefore, it is essential to monitor and observe physico-chemical conditions of lakes and also their biota systematically. At the moment, the question of long term climate trends arises (e.g. Vaughan et al. 2003, Turner et al. 2005) and lake ecosystems are rather...
reliable and robust indicators of environmental changes. Due to systematic monitoring, it is possible to capture these long-term trends.

James Ross Island (JRI) and specifically Ulu Peninsula is one of the most important ice free areas in Antarctica representing some 1.2% of ice free areas in the whole Antarctica. More than half of the presently ice-free surfaces on JRI (312 km$^2$; 12.5% of JRI total area) are located on the Ulu Peninsula ([1] - BAS 2005). This vast area and relatively old deglaciated surfaces resulted in evolution of large number of lake ecosystems. The origin of some lakes has been dated to more than a thousand years ago (e.g. Björck et al. 1996) with possible origin of some lakes even earlier as the beginning of deglaciation of northern JRI is dated to 12.9 ± 1.2 ka BP (Nývlt et al. 2014). Many lakes were connected with glacier environment in time of their origin or are connected with glaciers even up to present (proglacial lakes, kettle lakes). The diurnal regime of atmospheric temperature and radiation is relatively well developed due to the position of study area on 63°50’ S. The mean annual air temperature is -6.8°C (2006–11) (Láska et al. 2012) and mean daily temperatures above 0°C typically occur only for 2 months each summer (December–January), with hourly maximum and minimum values of 10°C and -5°C, respectively (Láska et al. 2011). This results in large variation in lake water temperature as well. Lakes on JRI were studied in the past especially for their paleoenvironmental role in the ecosystem (e.g. Björck et al. 1996, Ingólfsson et al. 1992, Lirio, unpublished data), also as an important environment for algae and cyanobacteria (e.g. Komárek et al. 2008, 2012; Strunecký et al. 2012, Váczi et Barták 2011a). An important part of the work has been done on diatoms that can serve as paleoindicators of environmental changes (e.g. Kopalová et al. 2011, 2013; Zidarova et al. 2009, 2016; van de Vijver et al. 2010).

According to Nedbalová et al. (2013), where the only physico chemical description of the lakes has been made, the lakes of Ulu Peninsula could be divided into six genetic types (the lakes included in the present study are given in parantheses): a) stable shallow lakes on higher-lying levelled surfaces; b) shallow coastal lakes (Shallow Lake); c) stable lakes in old moraines (Monolith and Phormidium lakes); d) small unstable lakes in young moraines (Bibby Lake); e) deep cirque lakes; f) kettle lakes (Triangular Lake). A comparison of temperature records between two lakes on JRI has been published by Váczi et al. (2011b). Hydrological dynamics and suspended sediment transport through water streams on JRI are discussed in Kavan et al. (2017). This can have a significant impact on physico-chemical properties of lakes as relatively large part of lakes are fed by rivers and streams.

**Material and Methods**

Five lakes were selected to cover various lake types at different localities within the Ulu Peninsula on JRI. Location of the studied lakes is presented in Fig. 1. Basic morphometric characteristics are summarised in Table 1. Temperature was measured by automatic temperature sensors Minikit T (EMS Brno, Czech Republic; accuracy ± 0.15°C) in Triangular Lake, Monolith Lake, Shallow Lake. DipperLog (Heron Instruments, Dundas, Canada) was used in Bibby Lake and Phormidium Lake. All localities were measured in 1-hour interval, sensors were deployed in 20 cm depth or as deep as possible where shallower water.
Fig. 1. Study area, location of selected lakes and automatic weather station (AWS) based on CGS (2009 - [2]).

In addition to water temperature measurement in Phormidium Lake an additional sensor (Minikin T, EMS Brno) was deployed some 1 km upstream the inflow to compare temperature regimes between stream and lake environment.

Meteorological data were derived from the automatic weather station (AWS) located in the vicinity of Johann Gregor Mendel station at 10 m a.s.l.. Air temperature was measured at 2 m above ground using EMS 33 sensor (accuracy ± 0.15°C; EMS Brno, Czech Republic). Air pressure and global radiation were measured using a TMAG 518 N4H barometer (accuracy ± 0.5 hPa; CRESSTO, Czech Republic) and an EMS11 radiometer (calibration error <7%; EMS, Brno, Czech Republic).

Apart from the temperature regime, manual discharge measurements on the outflow of Phormidium Lake were also carried out (FlowTracker ADCP handheld device, YSI SonTek, San Diego, USA) together with automatic hydrostatic pressure/water level observations (DipperLog, Heron Instruments, Canada, accuracy ± 0.15°C and ± 0.05% for hydrostatic pressure measurements). These were then used to calculate the flow discharge curve and continuous time series of outflow discharge was constructed on this basis.

Spatial and temporal thermal properties of Shallow Lake during a day phase were studied using an IR thermal camera (Flir E6, Flir systems, Nashua, USA, accuracy < 0.06°C) on February 14th 2015. A 30 minute interval of recording has been used to capture all important daily phases of lake water temperature and surface temperature around the lake and their interactions. The emissivity was set up to 0.95 for all the pictures and the study design was similar as described in Cardenas et al. (2014).
Results

Lake comparison

All lakes exhibited similar water temperature record with strong diurnal pattern (Fig. 2). Average temperature for all five lakes was rather variable and was affected by location of the lake and its morphology. The lowest average temperature was found in Triangular Lake (0.3°C), which was almost completely ice covered, on the other hand, the highest temperature was in Phormidium Lake (5.8°C) thanks to its large area and low depth. All the lakes exhibited important diurnal regime (Fig. 3) with maximum differences ranging from 2.7°C in Triangular Lake (24th January) up to 16.2°C in Shallow Lake (5th February) within one day. The average daily variability was higher in shallow lakes, such as Phormidium or Shallow Lake (8.7°C and 8.3°C respectively), and much lower in Triangular and Bibby lakes (1.4°C and 2.8°C). Monolith Lake with large area and rather moderate depth (around 3 m) stays in the middle of the range with average daily variations of 4.6°C.

All lakes show a strong positive correlation of water temperature with basic atmospheric factors such as air temperature, surface temperature and radiation. These relationships are summarised in Table 2.

![Fig. 2. Seasonal water temperature record in the selected lakes and air temperature.](image-url)
Fig. 3. Average diurnal water temperature regime calculated from January 14th to February 4th 2015.

Correlation was also calculated for lag time values (Table 2 b) and individual lag time for each variable is summarised in section c) of Table 2. The highest correlation is found between air temperature and water temperature in Monolith Lake (0.76), the lowest in Bibby Lake (0.26). Correlation between water temperature and radiation has an opposite pattern, where Bibby Lake shows the highest correlation (0.73) whereas only 0.28 for Monolith Lake.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) actual values</th>
<th>Monolith Lake</th>
<th>Triangular Lake</th>
<th>Bibby Lake</th>
<th>Shallow Lake</th>
<th>Phormidium Lake</th>
<th>Phormidium Stream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>air temperature</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface temperature</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiation</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b) values with lag time</th>
<th>Monolith Lake</th>
<th>Triangular Lake</th>
<th>Bibby Lake</th>
<th>Shallow Lake</th>
<th>Phormidium Lake</th>
<th>Phormidium Stream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>air temperature</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface temperature</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiation</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c) lag time (hours)</th>
<th>Monolith Lake</th>
<th>Triangular Lake</th>
<th>Bibby Lake</th>
<th>Shallow Lake</th>
<th>Phormidium Lake</th>
<th>Phormidium Stream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>air temperature</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface temperature</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Correlation matrices of studied lakes’ water temperature with basic atmospheric variables (Phormidium Stream added for comparison); a) correlation of actual values; b) best correlation coefficients with lag time; c) lag times (in hours) where the best correlation was found.

Phormidium Lake and Stream

The differences in temperature regime of the Phormidium Lake and Phormidium Stream on its inflow to the lake were observed (Fig. 4). In general, about 2 hours shift in average diurnal regime of water temperature was recorded. The stream temperature reacted more quickly than the temperature in the lake leading to more variable temperature regime often dropping down to zero or even sub-zero temperatures during night and increasing above 16°C during the day time peaks. The average diurnal temperature regime varied from zero up to 8°C for inflow and from 2°C to 10°C in case of the lake environment.

Rating curve was constructed from 7 manual discharge measurements and used for reconstruction of discharge during the study period (Fig. 5a). Discharge on outflow of the lake was found to be relatively stable ranging from almost 0 m³ s⁻¹ during the freezing events up to almost 0.5 m³ s⁻¹ during the high temperature/radiation days. Two important low flow events were observed. One at the beginning of the study period accompanied by sudden drop of wa-
ter temperature (also by few consecutive days of below zero air temperatures), the second one at the end of the study period without any important drop of water temperature. In the meantime, the discharge at the lake outflow was oscillating around 0.4 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ with rather stable conditions independently on the water temperature parameters (Fig. 5b).

![Fig. 4](image1.png)

Fig. 4. Seasonal water temperature record (a) and average diurnal regime of Phormidium Stream and Phormidium Lake (b) from January 13$^{th}$ to February 4$^{th}$ 2015.

![Fig. 5](image2.png)

Fig. 5. Discharge from Phormidium Lake A) rating curve for Phormidium Lake outlet; B) discharge and water temperature time series together with manually measured discharge.

**Shallow Lake and surrounding as seen by IR camera**

One day survey with IR camera has been carried out at the Shallow Lake to provide information on thermal properties of the lake and its direct surroundings. Temperature of both lake and rock environment was increasing accordingly to the increase of air temperature and more importantly of global radiation. All basic atmospheric variables together with chosen IR pictures are demonstrated in Fig. 6. The daily trend was, however, interrupted around 15:00 UTC by sudden change in weather conditions lead by important rain event. This has completely overcome the effect of air temperature and incoming radiation as the wet surface became rather uniform in its emissivity. The interactions between different surfaces of lake and its surroundings appear rather negligible in such circumstances.
Fig. 6. Spatio-temporal thermal properties of Shallow Lake on February 14th (IR camera captures) compared with detailed atmospheric properties during the period February 13th – 15th 2015; A – IR camera captures of Shallow Lake; B – Shallow Lake in visible spectrum; C – global radiation; D – reflected radiation; E – air temperature; F – surface temperature; G – heat flux; H – wind speed and direction; I – air pressure; J – relative humidity.
Discussion

As shown above, all lakes have specific thermal characteristics corresponding well to their morphology and location. Lowest average temperature was found in Bibby and Triangular lakes. These are small unstable lakes in young moraines that are relatively deep and located at higher elevations. On the other hand, the highest average temperatures were found in Shallow Lake and Phormidium Lake where the relatively large area combined with its shallow depth profile makes them a perfect environment for using the solar energy to heat up quickly during the day phase. Monolith Lake with its approximate maximal depth of 3 metres and relatively large area stands in the middle when considering thermal properties. The general trend of water temperature in all lakes is similar and corresponds well to overall atmospheric conditions in the region (see Fig. 2 for comparison with air temperature). However, as demonstrated on example of these five lakes, seasonal temperature record reflects also well the specific conditions of each individual lake – e.g. morphometric characteristics, altitude or flow regime. Even though all the lakes are located quite close to each other, their individual temperature pattern is rather unique following its unique characteristics. Similar unique pattern with common general trends was shown in comparison for two lakes in Váčzi et al. (2011b) or Nedbalová et al. (2013) from different localities on JRI. Similar general pattern of seasonal lake water temperature modified by individual lake properties and altitude was shown for ten lakes of a small alpine region as well (Livingstone et al. 1999).

Timing of the daily maximum peak temperature reflects also the morphology of each lake. The connectivity of lakes with hydrologic systems also plays an important role in water temperature properties (Arp et al. 2006, 2012). Important inflow of water into Phormidium Lake caused delay in timing of daily temperature maximum that is shifted towards 22:00 UTC in average (see Fig. 3). Heated water from upstream is flowing into the lake with a delay and thus shifting the daily phase of about two to three hours in comparison with not connected lakes such as Shallow or Triangular Lakes. This has an important effect on productivity and thermal optima for aquatic life (Baker 2016).

The source water that feeds the lake plays an important role as well. It is supposed that more important snow melt at the beginning of the season supports lakes even through the night phase (if temperatures are not significantly below zero) causing less important variability in lake inflow. When the snow cover and seasonal snow-patches are depleted at the end of the season, main source of the lake water become thawing permafrost. This is of course accompanied by generally lower inflow of water and reduced variability as the water path is longer through the substrate. This should have an effect to water temperature as well, however the timeseries used for this study is not long enough to prove this general pattern.

Atmospheric factors influencing water temperature regime are illustrated in the correlation matrices (Table 2) and divides the studied lakes in a similar way as the average water temperatures. Triangular and Bibby Lakes water temperature show strong correlation with radiation and only week with air temperature on one hand. On the other hand, water temperature in Shallow and Phormidium Lakes is mainly driven by surface temperature. Monolith Lake stays apart with air temperature as a leading factor. Radiation being a principal factor influencing water temperature regime in Bibby and Triangular is probably caused by semi-permanent ice cover isolating water body from direct influence of air temperature and dominantly reacting to radiation going through the thin ice layer. This corresponds to almost no lag time in reaction to radiation...
(1 hour for Triangular Lake and 2 hours for Bibby Lake).

The relationship between lake and its surroundings was studied using IR camera. In general, the lake environment thanks to its physical properties has larger inertia reacting more smoothly to actual atmospheric conditions than surface in its surroundings. Obviously, the setting of emissivity to 0.95 corresponds well to measurement of water environment and makes the absolute temperature values of surrounding surface not reliable enough. However, the general insight into the thermal properties and its dynamics in time and space are well illustrated (Fig. 6). Morning phase starting at 9:00 local time (12:00 UTC) demonstrates the cool surface of both lake and its surroundings. As the sun continues to shine the bare surface heat up quickly whereas the water body is heating smoothly. The typical afternoon phase was interrupted by sudden rain event as visible in the pictures from 17:00 UTC and further, leading to uniform surface temperature of the whole scene.

To conclude, the seasonal water temperature records of five lakes of different origin is valuable especially for possible comparison to assess the effects of changing climate in the future. Such records can help to understand behaviour of freshwater ecosystems throughout the period of abrupt climate changes (Castendyk et al. 2016). This can affect not only lakes themselves, but also their biota as shown for example in Nedbalová et al. (2017).
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